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About The Author  
 

    
 

 
My name is Anji Long and I have been earning online for the past 5 years. I started in 
2010 and struggled for a full year. Through that process I got myself $30,000 in credit 
card debt by investing in various make money online programs and tools. I made a lot of 
mistakes and learned a ton of valuable lessons. 
 
I promised myself that once I found the solution to making money online… anyone that 
crossed my path would be equipped with everything they need to succeed! 
 
So here we are... I discovered some very simple methods, that have been earning 
myself and my partner Ben - 5 figures per month - EACH! We were able to relocate to 
the Bahamas and we now work our online business from the Beach! 
 
Not only are these methods helping us, but they are also helping hundreds of thousands 
of others to earn their first money online, have their first 4 figure days, and even quit 
their jobs! I wish the same for you... 
 
With this guide, it is my goal for you to be equipped with several ways that are PROVEN 
to make money online. Treat this as the holy grail to success and soon you will no 
longer be answering to a boss… you will be THE BOSS! 
 

 
Let’s get started! 
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But first, here are just a couple testimonials of our students: 
 

 

 
We would love for YOU  to be our next success! 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Welcome to “19 Ways To Earn – Make Money Online”. This ebook is here to be a guide 
and to help get you on the right track to making money online. 

 
I am providing you 19 time tested and proven ways to earn online. I have personally 
utilized these methods myself to MAKE MONEY ONLINE, along with many of my 
students. Just remember, nothing worth having comes easy. You must be willing to give 
it your best shot! 
 
This is simple but not easy.... Simple means if you follow the PROVEN STEPS over and 
over until success you will be rewarded greatly. Easy means you get a result with very 
little time and effort invested… remember, this is not easy. 

 
Decide to commit yourself to this and you will come out a WINNER! Many people quit 
right before their breakthrough comes. Set a goal, map out an action plan, follow the 
steps for a solid 90 days and then recap.  

 
Learn from your mistakes. You haven’t failed .. you’ve just found 10,000 ways that don’t 
work :) Making money online is VERY REAL and there are thousands of people 
succeeding at it daily. There is no reason why you shouldn’t be too. 

 
When you generate your first profit from this ebook, please look me up and let me know! 
I never get tired of the success stories that continue to pour in from across the globe. 
Now, its your time to shine! 

 
 
 
Anji Long 
Join My Free Facebook Group Here >> 
Follow My Fan Page Here >> 
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#1 Earn With Affiliate Programs  
 

Affiliate marketing is one of my favorite and most profitable ways to earn online. A lot of 
newbies struggle to earn with affiliate marketing, but I’m here to assure you there is a 
ton of money to be made with it and you are in the right place to learn it! 
 

 

 
 

**Above is a photo of an $18,342.05 month that helped me pay off my BMW in cash! 
And also a photo of a $336.82 day in just one of my affiliate accounts. 





First and foremost you want to Pick A Profitable Niche.  
 
I personally work with the ‘make money online’ niche and it is by far one of the most 
profitable. Other great NICHES are health & fitness, beauty makeup & cosmetics, self 
help & personal development. 

 
 
 
Once you have decided on your 
niche… it’s time to create some 
quality content! By giving away 
information you will be able to build 
an audience, a group of buyers, 
loyal followers and become known 
as a trusted advisor in the niche. 
 
I will get more into ways to profit 

with affiliate marketing as we move through this ebook. Some of them are through 
building an email list, youtube videos, facebook groups, social media, webinars, you 
name it… it’s ALL listed here! Make this your HOLY GRAIL TO ONLINE MARKETING. 
 
Once you pick your niche and begin providing quality content to the market place... you 
must have something to sell! This is where you pick a product related to your niche and 
grab an AFFILIATE (referral) link. Every time someone visits your link and buys - you 
will earn a commissions!  
 
With affiliate marketing sometimes you have to pay to be a reseller and sometimes you 
don’t. Let’s first talk about where you can register for  FREE AFFILIATE PRODUCTS to 
promote. 
 
Free To Join Websites: 
 

  
 
     Clickbank.com              Jvzoo.com                   Warriorplus.com 





 
Additional Affiliate Marketing Training & Resource 

 
Virtual Profit System is by far one of the best places online to understand affiliate 
marketing and plug into a DONE FOR YOU SYSTEM. It is a step by step solution to 
profiting with affiliate products. We have created an online community of hundreds of 
entrepreneurs who GENERATE INCOME ONLINE. You not only have step by step 
training videos and tools but tons of successful affiliates ready to answer your questions 
and give you some golden nuggets to their success.  
 

    
 

#2 Earn With A Blog & Google Adsense 
 

LOVE TO WRITE? Love to share your journey and valuable information for your 
selected niche? The most successful bloggers are real and authentic, allow their 
personality to shine through! 
 
Set up your blog with WordPress.com and use Hostgator.com to host your content. 
Make sure you have a place to collect emails. Stay consistent and create regular 
content! And most definitely make it FUN! 
 
Read more about setting up a successful blog here >> 
 
Now its time to MONETIZE YOUR BLOG! Google Adsense is one of the most simple 
ways to do this.  (Google has a rule that you cannot show your income) 
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What is Google Adsense? It is a program for those that create content to monetize 
their work. Advertisers bid for cost per click to their websites and Google pays you for 
traffic coming from your blog. You are providing a space for other advertisers in your 
niche to get their products seen in the form a banner on your blog. 
 
Read more about profiting with Google Adsense here >> 

 
Once you have content and Google Adsense hooked up, make sure you backlink and 
ping your content to get it found! Some of my favorite sites for this: 
 
FreeBackLinkTool.com 
Pingler.com  
 
I highly recommend creating various versions of your content that you write on your blog 
and linking it back to your original BLOG . You can do this by hand and post them on 
these sites: 
 
Ezine Articles 
IBO Toolbox 
HubPages 
Merchant Circle 
Blogger 
 
Or you can utilize this Fiverr Gig  I use to spin and backlink my content to 1200 article 
sites. That is some serious link juice right there! Utilizing these tools and following these 
steps exactly will equal MORE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET! 
 

 

#3 Earn With Ebooks & Info Products 
 
You’re looking at the perfect example of how to PROFIT WITH EBOOKS! People online 
have an insatiable need for information. Packaging your knowledge is one of the best 
ways to get rolling with online income and positioning yourself as the expert. 
 
And in all actuality you don’t have to be the expert. You can simply guide people through 
a process of where to get information…. link back to and reference other experts. 
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By purchasing this ebook  you have resell 
rights to my expert insights and others will 
thank you for sharing it with them. 

 
Now you can also purchase PRIVATE 
LABEL PRODUCTS where someone else 
has written the content and you have the 
rights to repackage it with your name or 
brand (this ebook is not private label). 

 
But… How easy is that? You don’t even have 
to- write it yourself if you use a private label 
product. 

 
 
 
PLR PRODUCTS can be found in a variety places. Simply Google PLR products and a 
ton will come up! You can also purchase them in bulk. Just make sure its quality content 
before you put your name on it! 
 
I personally have not used this site but it has been recommended it to me: 
 
PLRMiniMart.com 
 
If you’re creating your own ebooks or you’re repackaging PLR  products… you want to 
include links to AFFILIATE PRODUCTS you promote or that will help add to the 
information you are sharing. 
 
By including links to affiliate products, you are increasing your earning potential plus 
helping your customer get the best products to assist them in their goals. 
 
When it comes to PACKAGING YOUR EBOOK , a good place to work through your 
content is Google Docs. Then all you have to do in order to convert it into a PDF is 
simple go to File, Download as PDF. 
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To use Google Docs, simply create and log into a gmail account. Go to 
drive.google.com and click New - Google Docs. Begin your ebook there. 
 
Now, GRAPHICS are a huge part of your products looking professional. You can go to 
Fiverr.com and sort through the graphics section, find someone to create one for you. 
 
Here is a Free service on Fiverr. Claim it now!  
 
Or you can use these recommended gigs on Fiverr for $5 bucks:  
 
Ebook Cover Gig  
Ebook Cover Gig 2 
 
Once you have your cover ready to go, you will look like a pro and positioned to SELL 
SELL SELL. Get ready to bring in the cash $$ … But first.... 
 
Now the fun part - CASHING IN with your Ebook by promoting it! But you ACTUALLY 
have to do the work to make traction... 
 

1. Forum Marketing: Add your link to your signature and commenting 
on relative threads 

 
2. Article Marketing: Create quality content and link back to your site, 

submit to various article directories 
 

3. Jvzoo & WarriorPlus: Add your product for sale on these sites to 
create visibility and attract affiliates to sell for you as well. 

 
4. Fiverr: Add your ebook to Fiverr to pick up their natural traffic flow 

 
5. Ebay: Add your ebook to Ebay to pick up their traffic flow as well 

 
(con’t) 
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6. Solo Ads: Create a capture page and stick a free giveaway inside 
related to your ebook topic then close with call action to buy your... 
ebook. Purchase clicks to your capture page from a proven vendor. 
This group is a great resource: Solo Ad Testimonials 

 
7. Facebook: Your best potential customers are those that are already 

connected to you and know, like, trust you. Promote on your 
facebook wall and in facebook groups - better yet develop your own 
value based Facebook group. 

 
It’s not going to sell itself, get out there and PROMOTE, PROMOTE, PROMOTE! :) 
 
Need help with any of the above marketing strategies or putting your ebook together? 
Virtual Profit System will be the perfect learning hub for you. 
 
 

#4 Earn With Ebay Dropshipping 
 
Ebay is one of the largest online shopping center and has floods of buyers and natural 
traffic on a daily basis. The great thing about dropping is you don’t have to stock any 
physical products or inventory and deal with shipping. There are no startup costs 
involved. 
 

Here is the Flow of Dropshipping: 
 

Find Product on Amazon.com → Relist on Ebay (higher price) → SOLD!  
→ Money Goes To Your Paypal → Purchase Product From Amazon.com  

→ Ship Directly To Customer → Profit $$ 
 

Simply go to ebay.com and register a free account. Find products on other low cost 
sites such as Walmart.com & Amazon.com just to name a couple… take the listing from 
that site and re-post on to ebay at a higher price.  
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Make sure you cover the actual cost of the product on the other site, the 17% 
ebay/paypal fees and also shipping plus still have room left over for profit! 
 
Key To Success: Make sure your title has all the keywords that people would be 
searching for online to find your products! 
 

 
 
Once you get items up that are selling it becomes a very passive income stream - just a 
couple clicks to repost an item after it sells and just a couple clicks to order from 
Amazon.com and ship to the buyer. 
 
Like anything this takes some time to get going… but with ebay you have natural traffic 
that will find your products. Just keep listing and the sales will eventually come! 
 
Want to master this method? A great place to learn is here >> DS Domination  
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#5 Earn With Email List Building 
 

Collecting emails is one of the number one ways to have staying power and build a 
business online for life. Your email list becomes your BUSINESS ASSET. As you build 
rapport with your list and they get to know, like and trust you… sales become effortless! 
You can earn daily by sending one simple email with an offer to a product (affiliate link). 
 
First and foremost where do you get the emails? 
 
You must build opt in pages and give people a reason to fill in their email. Give them 
something in exchange. Free giveaway, compelling headline that makes them curious 
and want more info. via Blog and/or Capture Page 
 
Take a look at my blog as an example: 
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A capture page is a simple site with just a compelling headline and opt in box. You can 
use this FREE resource MITS Pages in order to build your capture page. Use the 
capture page link in video marketing (description box), article marketing at the 
signature, social media, solo ads, you name it… any where your target audience is… 
use this link and collect emails into your Aweber account (where you store your emails) 
 
Example of a Capture Page:  
(note: this capture page is © Copyright go VPS do not use this wording just model it) 
 

 
 
Once you have a decent list going… send emails DAILY! Include a link to an affiliate 
product = $$ Not sure what type of emails to send or what types of subject lines to 
write? Check Out This PDF with 50 High Converting Subject Lines 
 
A % of people that open the email will click on the link in the email and a % of people 
that visit website will buy. You have to get your numbers up in order for this to start 
working. Make it your goal to MARKET your capture page and add to your list every 
single day. Your go to community to earn online with Email Marketing >> 
 
This is true PUSH BUTTON INCOME. Once again it takes work to get it going but 
eventually with a massive list, one email can equal $1,000+ in commissions . 
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#6 Earn With Youtube 

 
Youtube is one of the best ways to get your audience to know, like and trust you. 100 
million people watch online videos daily. 80% of ONLINE BUYERS watch videos before 
buying. VIDEO is proven to catch attention quicker than text! So now its your turn to 
cash in with YouTube by uploading simple 2 minute (or less) videos. 
 
1. Create a free YouTube account  
 

 
 
2. Decide on screen capture or in person  
(jing, screencastomatic.com | camcorder or iphone, etc)  
 
3. Find your niche (clickbank marketplace)  
http://www.clickbank.com 
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4. Research Your Keyword  
 
The best way to find out what people are searching for is by going to the search by on 
YouTube or Google and typing in your keyword then putting a space. Everything 
related to your topic being search will pop up. That is what you make your videos on! 
 

 
 

 
 
5. Record Your Video Implementing The Following:  
 

● Catch attention in first 7 seconds - state your name and what your viewer will 
be learning.  

 
● Create 3 bullet points to speak around. Be concise. Videos under 2 minutes are 

the best. We live in an A.D.D. society with short attention spans :) 
 

● Always have a call to action at the end. Direct your viewers to click the link 
below the video to discover xyz (eg. a proven system that they can get started 
in – risk free) 
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6. Save your video to your desktop  
 
7. Upload Your Video 
 

● Keywords in Title, Description with Keywords and Tags 
● Add capture page link in description (http:// ← is important makes it 

clickable)  
 
8. Create Backlinks  
 
Sites across that web that link back to your site. Lets Google know your content is 
popular and helps with ranking. 
 

#7 Earn With Facebook Groups 
 
Create a free FACEBOOK GROUP within your niche. Then decide on a THEME  for your 
group that will keep members engaged. View an example here >> 
 
Example: Video Traffic Exchange Group- video marketers come share their videos and 
comment/share each others to help one another gain exposure. 
 
Consistency and engagement is key!  Must be active daily in your group and 
welcoming new members as they come in. 
 
Create a pinned post with a call to action: 
 

 
 
1. Do Contests, weekly action 
assignments, webinars, trainings 
etc out of this free group.  
 
 
2. Create an info product to go 
along with the free value 





3. Host a value webinar and close with special deal for your info product 
4. Continue engaging and offering products related to your niche 
 
Search Facebook Groups via search bar: 
(Do the opposite of what everyone else is doing) 
 

 
 
 
 
1. Request to join 
2. Like, comment, connect on the posts (instead of spamming like everyone else)  
3. Provide value (blog posts, articles, videos, tips) 
4. Invite others back to your group 
 
Facebook groups are a great way to create a COMMUNITY  feel. More than anything, 
people love to feel like they are a part of something. Within a community, people like 
to move “with” the community members. It makes “selling”  a whole lot easier! 





#8 Classified Advertising 
 
Classified sites such as craigslist.com and backpage.com are a great place to get a 
start with cost effective advertising. Its comparable to a newspaper on the internet. 
 
Create a free account and post to classifieds. I find it helpful to search through and see 
what everyone else is posting in these categories:  
 

 
 
You can do image ads, text ads, ads to contact you directly. 
 





i have done a combination of ad types but I have found the ones that work the best are 
those with a short description of what you have to offer as a person or business 
consultant with your direct email contact.  
 

 
Once the replies come flooding in, direct them to your capture page with follow up email 
series.  
 
Ask them a handful of questions: 
 
What is your goal?  
What amount of time do you have to invest in your business? 
 
Use what they say for their GOAL (example $5,000 a month within 3 months) to give 
them what they want →  the solution → your program. 
 
“Help enough others get what they want and you will get everything you want” 
 
Your Reply: So if I could help you earn 5k/month within the next 3 months, what would 
that mean to you? 
 
Their Reply: It would mean the world to me… I could afford a new car, more time with 
my family, etc. 
 





Your Reply: Ok, sounds like all lights are green. I’m ready to help you achieve that. The 
next step is to xyz → steps to take action in your opportunity. 
 
As you can see, this is a very SIMPLE process. Post 2 ads per day, per classified site 
and watch the leads start pouring in. Like anything else, stay consistent and you will find 
the right customers! 
 

#9 Earn With Google Hangouts 
 

Live events such as Google Hangouts are a powerful to CONNECT with your audience 
in real time. Video is a great way to connect but there is an even greater know like and 
trust factor when you are live. Your audience can get their questions answered NOW . 
Offering bonuses and one time special offers for a LIMITED TIME frame helps 
individuals take ACTION  quicker.  
 

 
 
Format For Live Events: 
 
1. Outline what they will be learning  
2. Reveal your story: struggle to triumph 
3. Provide value and training (the what) 
4. Share testimonials 
5. Present a problem 
6. Provide the solution 
7. Close with limited time offer (the how) 
8. Take questions (interactive Q&A) 
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I have earned thousands of dollars through LIVE EVENTS such as online Google 
Hangouts. Master webinars and you should be able to earn six figures online very 
QUICKLY. Make it a point to start attending others webinars online and take note of the 
process they take you through. This is the best way to LEARN ! Study successful 
people. 
 

 

#10 Earn With Instagram 
 

People are visual and instagram is a great way to capture your audience’s attention. 
VIBRANT high quality photos on instagram will increase your brand. Add that with some 
value in the form of TIPS in your descriptions.  
 

 
 
 

http://www.19waystoearn.com 
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CALL TO ACTION  in your bio and post CONSISTENTLY! (3 x per day) 
 

 
 
You can sell right there on your page with auction or through a website. 
 
People with large followings even charge for “shout outs” to help others gain exposure 
off their audience.  
 
The sky is the limit… unleash your CREATIVITY! There are unlimited ways to earn easy 
money with instagram! Simply grow your tribe or following big enough, and you can 
monetize, monetize, monetize! People will LOVE you for it too. 

 
 

#11 Earn With Coaching & Consulting 
 

Do you have a passion and skill for HELPING OTHERS reach their goals? Through 
your online brand you can give your audience a taste of what you have to offer via your 
blog, videos, writing, audios, etc. These can be free or small intro products that then 
upsell into your coaching services. 
 
Additional Formats for coaching services: 
 
1. Newsletter 
2. Articles 
3. Ebook 
4. Audio Video 
5. Webinar 
6. Skype Meetings 
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Hone in on a TARGET client, design your program for 30 days, 90 days, 6 months, 1 
year… people will pay upwards of $10,000 for QUALITY COACHING and consulting 
services. 
 
100 coaching students a year x $10,000 each = one million dollars  
 
Coaches are some of the best paid internet entrepreneurs! 
 
 

#12 Earn With Virtual Assisting 
 

There are tons of business owners that are overwhelmed and desperate for HELP. 
They often look to the internet to OUTSOURCE some of their work load.  
 
If you have a background in ADMIN  work but don’t want to return to a traditional 9-5 
outside the home, great news you can apply online to be a VA. If you are skilled in using 
the phone and the computer, great at organization, you may be perfect for this gig. 
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Some TASKS you may be asked to perform: prepare documents, manage a database, 
customer service, make travel arrangements, handle marketing projects, social media, 
etc. 
 
There are a couple recommended places to find VA jobs: 
Upwork.com 
Fiverr.com 
Craigslist.com 
 

 
 

#13 Earn With Freebie Sites 
 
 
If you love trying to new products and services you will love earning with freebie sites! 
Fortune 500 companies actually pay some companies to find them NEW potential 
CUSTOMERS by offering their services on a trial period.  
 
You create an account and find various products you want to test out. Sometimes for a 
30 day period for free, some for a small fee OF $1-$5, and some for just the cost of 
shipping, etc.  
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Here Are My Recommended Freebie Sites: 
 

http://one.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=714458 

http://two.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=1008064 
http://cash.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=650164 

http://bigcash.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=713488 
http://easy.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=1223952 

 http://allinone.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=714979 
http://budget.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=1223951 
http://bluray.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=1223949 
http://gifts.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=1223956 
http://quick.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=1223962 
 http://ipods.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=1223959 
http://iphone.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=1223957 

http://playstation.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=1223960 
http://wii.zipnadazilch.com/index.php?referral=1223963 

 
 

1. Create new gmail account 
2. Clear your cookies 
3. Use Firefox browser 
4. Click on the site referral link 
5. Make sure referral id at end of link matches on site 
6. Create a free account 
7. Click on status tab and read how many credits you need to complete 
8. Click on offers pick ones you like, complete the total number of credits required 
9. Make a google doc and write down any membership details in case of cancellation 
10. Click on status and make sure it credited you 
11. Make sure you fill out all offers from your home ip address (not work or library) 
12. Refer others (social media, craigslist, forums) and earn 

 
 

Do not complete sites or offers you have previously completed.  

IMPORTANT: Please read all site rules before moving forward. 
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You try the service and you can decide to keep it or cancel it before you pay. Many 
times they let you keep the products for free. By doing this you collect credits. Once you 
have enough credits to activate your freebie site, you can then refer others  to try these 
products and services the same way you did. 
 
Every time one of your referrals completes enough credits to also activate their site (by 
trying products and services for free) you get paid! Pay is usually anywhere between 
$20-$130 . It actually adds up fast. 
 
Fortune 500 Companies  are introduced to a slew of new potential customers, you get 
to try new stuff and earn! Win, win. 

 
 

#14 Earn With Membership Site 
 

Have lots of value to share? Putting your content inside a password protected site and 
allowing your followers access by paying a monthly fee is a great way to build a steady, 
long term income stream. 
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Videos, Articles, Newsletters and Ebooks can all be housed inside your site. You can 
add to your site, weekly or monthly. Do live events (google hangouts) for your members 
and keep them engaged inside a Facebook Group. 
 

 
 
Your membership site can be anything from fitness program, nutrition program, make 
money program, personal development, gaming, you name it! Find your niche and 
create the content, get out there and market and you could start building up a huge 
database of monthly paying customers. 
 
Here is an example of ours >> 
 

If you make just $49 per member and you have a minimum of 250 members here’s what 
your income could look like in just one year. I’ll give you very modest numbers but you 
can always add new members each month and your income will continually grow. 

49 X 250 = $12,250 per month X 12 months = $147,000 per year! 
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Recommended Tools: 

Optimize Press (theme to build site),  

Wishlist Member (password protects and gives log in to members),  

Zaxaa (host sales page and affiliates)  

Stripe (merchant) 

(or you can Outsource on Odesk.com and have someone build it for you) 

 
 

#15 Earn With High Ticket Products 
 
 
One of the quickest ways to reach a high level of income with less time is high ticket 
sales. Products worth over 4-figures. You need less sales to earn more. 
 
You can sell high ticket via written sales pages, video sales page, webinars, email list, 
etc. 
 
My favorite high ticket program >> 
 
$3498 x 24 (2 sales per month) = $83,952 per year 
 
Same amount of time and effort involved for low ticket sales. Just a higher investment 
level to get started (in order to be able to resell). 
 

 
 

http://www.19waystoearn.com 
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#16 Earn With Fiverr 
 
Fiverr is a place to buy and sell services for $5 bucks. Sellers have the option to offer 
gig add ons for more - up to $1400 for their services. People offer anything from writing 
websites on their hand and snapping a pic for your advertising to purposes to voice 
overs to social media management, graphic design, any talent, etc. 
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Think of something you are great at that takes minimal time that you can offer for $5 
bucks. Then think of some upsells that you can charge more for that are congruent with 
the first offer.  
 
Fiverr has a great natural traffic flow and customer base. So put your gig up and watch 
the orders flood in. 
 
Want support with your Fiverr business? Our community has successful sellers, you can 
get your questions answered! Connect here >> 
 
Some additional recommendations:  
 
Backlink your gigs, share them on social media, share in Fiverr Facebook groups, write 
articles about it, etc etc. Get a handful of friends to order and give you testimonials to 
kick start your gig. 
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#17 Earn With Interviewing Experts 
 

This is probably one of the easiest ways to earn. You find an expert in your niche and 
simply reach out to them and ask if you can do an interview with them. You can do your 
interview as an audio or video such as google hangout. Compile a list of questions that 
they can answer in depth to give your niche value. 
 

 
 
Visit forums where people in your niche hangout and ask questions. 
Use those questions in your interviews. 
 
That in itself is a product. People will pay for the knowledge from that expert.  Just whip 
up a sales page (I use LeadPages) or Wordpress with Profits Theme. You can also 
outsource it. Then place your product for sale on jvzoo, warrior or clickbank. 
 
You can even commit to doing regular interviews and turn it into a membership site as 
well. 
 
You don’t have to be the expert, just connect to the experts and share their value. This 
equals more exposure for them and more credibility for you! 
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#18 Earn With Residual Income Programs 
 
Many online companies will pay you residuals, monthly commission, on your referrals. 
Unlike a traditional 9-5 you have to keep showing up to get paid and you can only get 
paid on your efforts once complete. With residuals you can do work once and continue 
getting paid. This is called LEVERAGE! 
 
Let’s say you write a book as an outsourcer and you set up an agreement to collect 
royalties every time a book sells - you did the work once but you continue to receive 
pay. The same with residual programs. It may be a product or service membership site 
that someone purchases through your affiliate link. You did work once and referred 
someone. You continue to get a cut of their monthly payment, every single month.  
 
Working smart not hard. Here is an example of residual income program I use: 
http://website.ws/angelamarietv 
 

#19 Earn With Homemade Crafts 
 
Handmade goods and are in high demand online. Allow your creativity to go wild. Make 
sure you can make it cheaply and efficiently. You can even grab items from second 
hand stores. 
 
Then you can sell your goods on ebay or a site called etsy.com 
 
Get professional! Have a custom banner designed. Build up your brand via articles, 
blogs, videos just as many other ways to earn online and before you know it you could 
be a worldwide household name. 
 
Anything from headbands, to jewelry, bags, scarves, cosmetics, lotions, candles, you 
name it! If you can make it, you can sell it online! 
 
I hope that this ebook has sparked lots of ideas about ways to earn and making money 
online. All you need is an >>  IDEA + ACTION = $$$ Income 

 
http://www.19waystoearn.com 
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Now you have 19 ideas, pick one and take MASSIVE ACTION ! Once you get in a good 
flow you can always add-on other income streams. 

Just Remember: anything worth having takes effort. So its up to you to go away and 
put these methods to work for you! 

One of the quickest and easiest ways to start profiting immediately is reselling this 
ebook for 100% profit. You can sell it on fiverr, ebay, social media, email marketing, 
articles, signature on forums. Pick a method and master it. 

Don’t wait until tomorrow, ACT  while you are still inspired. The number one reason for 
failure online is lack of following through and lack of consistency . Stick with it until you 
get the results you desire. Surround yourself with other successful people >> 

Don’t hop around and get shiny object syndrome. Pick something and follow one course 
until success (focus ). Just like anything (such as 
riding a bike)...  At first it seems challenging and 
eventually it becomes second nature. You no 
longer have to think how, you just do it! 

 

“I believe in you! If I can do it and 
hundreds of our students can do it… 
so can YOU !” 

 

 

To Your Success, 

 

www.SuccessWithAngela.com 

www.19WaysToEarn.com  
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